Training Program
DURATION PLACE:
-Your dog sits, lays down, or hangs out at your discretion on the mat with all four paws on the mat
at all times.
-Your dog is not allowed to move from PLACE until they are released.
-Your dog must be within eye sight during the beginning stages of this command for proper
correction timing if command is broken.
-Once having acquired a reliable command follow through, your dog can enjoy sharing place with
other dogs and having a toy to play with. (If your dog breaks command after having a toy, the toy
gets taken away)
-Duration place must take place when your household is busy, or when your dog is experiencing
anxiety/aggression. Otherwise it can take place any time during the day at least 4 times a day.

PLACE COMMAND WITH RECALL FOR MEALS:
Use your dogs daily meals, no free meal time. Prepare no less than a handful at a time. Use your
walking back to get more food as an opportunity for your dog to break command for you to apply a
proper follow through correction.
1. Call your dog over to the mat, say PLACE when all four paws are about to hit the mat.
2. Feed your dog your proportioned food amount.
3. Back away from PLACE, and go to the next mat. Stay is implied (Do not say stay)
4. Call your dog to you “Fido, Come.” then say PLACE as they approach the mat.

5. Feed your dog your proportioned food amount.
6. Repeat until meal is finished.

HIGH LEVEL STRUCTURED WALKING:
-Must take place at least 2x a day at 15 minutes minimum each.
-Remember your threshold expectation when walking in and out of the house.
-Start your walk with a casual Lets Go and the potty break command.
-The walk is 90 Percent HEEL and 10 Percent Free-time / Potty break.
-When in “Heel” Keep your left hand behind your back slightly, noticing when your dog diverges in
a different direction to remind them for a heel.
-Don’t be afraid to over ask your dog for a heel as it reminds your dog to check in with you more
than it’s environment.
-Foot tap for re-directing attention.
-Pair your prong corrections with your E-Collar corrections.

CRATE:
-Place treats in the inside of the crate before dog going into the crate. (Use high value food for
this to make the crate something the dog enjoys and is positive)
-Your dog must wait for your release when going inside the crate and coming out of the crate.
-Use the “bonk” for any whining or bad behavior in the crate. If all else fails use high level ECollar corrections.
- If your dog attempts to rush into the crate, correct them with the prong and E-Collar.
-If your dog tries to rush out of the crate, quickly shut the crate door for a quick lesson in
respecting you.
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The Foundations and why
Thresholds:
The threshold work takes place in any entryway that leads to an area of importance
that may cause any excitement or anxiety to your dog. For example, the front door,
the back door, gate in and out of the yard, the car, entrances at dog parks and
buildings etc.
Your dog will stop at any threshold and then waits for your go ahead to walk
through. We aren’t looking for you to walk out of the door first, we are looking
for a polite and courteous check in with you from your dog.
This benefits your dogs relationship with you because it is an opportunity to ask your
dog to be calm, patient, and respectful. It also helps to develop appropriate impulse
controls to check in with you before anything that might trigger any excitement or
anxiety.

Crate:
When using the crate for your dog, your dog should not run in and out of the crate.
The benefits of using the crate is for your dog to learn a more permanent calm state
of mind. The crate door is also a threshold of importance. No anxiety/excitement
going in, none coming out. All balanced mind stuff. Your dog must wait for your
queue to go in or out of the crate. Every time.
Using the crate while you are away helps your dog learn to relax. This allows them
to not worry about every sound in every room, and search for something to do until
you get home. With their crate they find safety, complacency and routine. Dogs rely
on this.

Place Command:
This requires a bath mat, rug, dog bed, cot, or blanket not too much bigger than your
dogs size. (If you have hardwood floors, be sure to pick something that doesn’t slide
everywhere) These objects what we use in the beginning stages, until your dogs

reliability with your cues off leash are where you want them. Then you up the anti by
moving these around until eventually Place is any object you want it to be on! (Like a
park bench, picnic table, or your kitchen chair)
The most beneficial part of this command is what it creates. It creates calm. When
there is a strictly enforced boundary, your dog learns to just be unless you say
otherwise. In that you see most things like anxiety disappear!
From an obedience aspect, this helps to keep your dog from begging, barking at the
door, jumping on guests etc. It also presents us with the building blocks to off-leash
reliability.

Structured Walking:
This is much different than your average walk folks! A high standards walk to say
the least. This walk must take place at least one hour total every day. Even if you
split it up into multiple walks.
During the walk your dog has zero slack on the leash, but no tension. You are to
keep the leash short but loose. You want to imagine there is an invisible fence type
set up in front of your knee. Your dog is not to go past that “invisible fence” You ask
your dog to heel with pressure on the prong collar/e-collar, and release once your
dog submits to the pressure.
If you have to ask your dog to heel a few times more than you think you should, this
is normal! Remember - The higher standard you hold your dog to, the more your dog
learns to rely on you during the walk and only you.
The majority of the walk your dog is by your side, until you give your dog its release
word (Potty, Free-Time, Break etc) That is when your dog is allowed to sniff, mark,
potty and all that fun stuff. The rest of the walk is walking just with you. If your
dog attempts to do anything else when by your side, correct your dog.
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The Training in
Depth

the less you say the easier it is to

communicate with your dog!

Our Basic Commands:
(you may alter them to your language or preference but please keep it short and
simple)
1.Place
2.Down
3.Sit
4.Heel
5.Come
6.Free-Time

How to use the E-Collar in simulation with commands:
Black button (momentary stimulation) when asking for things like Sit, Down, Place
and receiving compliance right away from your dog.
Red button (continuous stimulation) when asking for things like Place and Come
that require added pressure for compliance. You may also use this for commands like
sit and down if necessary when your dog is still in its learning arc.
Reminder: Your remote must show the M and C setting next to your dogs working
level on the lcd screen.
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